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Properties of spatial representations:
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Five questions concerning the properties of spatial representations are explored. (1) How ac
curately does a spatial representation correspond to the true scene? (2) If inaccurate, how does
it differ? (3) Are representations of a familiar scene more accurate than those of an unfamiliar
one? (4) Do representations of a scene currently in view differ from those retained in memory?
(5) Do the representations ofthe blind have properties comparable to those of the sighted? Seven
sighted and 7 highly mobile blind subjects, all familiar with a room, and 6 sighted subjects un
familiar with it, were asked to estimate the absolute distances between 10 salient objects in the
room. The 14 familiar subjects made their estimates twice: while they were in the room, and
while they were remote from it. Regression analyses showed that the estimates of all subjects
had strong metric properties, being linearly related to true distance, with a true zero point; and
multidimensional scaling showed that all subjects produced distance estimates that could be scaled
in two dimensions to closely match the actual locations of the objects. Familiarity had no effect.
The effect of location of testing was the same for both the sighted and the blind: all subjects dis
played better spatial knowledge when tested in the room; and all subjects underestimated true
distance substantially when tested out ofthe room. The results showed no qualitative differences
as a function of blindness, at least for these highly skilled blind travelers.

A person's ability to move about in an environment de
pends on the successful integration of concurrent sensory
information and an internal spatial representation of the
environment (see Haber, 1985a, 1990, for a detailed
review and discussion). Research on sensorily guided
locomotion in normally sighted subjects has emphasized
the first of these two components but has provided rela
tively little description or quantification of the second.
Even the space science work on the development of
guidance systems for autonomous robots has been dis-
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proportionately focused on sensory input, and much less
so on how the incoming information might be represented
(see Haber & Haber, 1991, for a critique of robotic navi
gation). Research on the characteristics of spatial repre
sentations, on the other hand, has come primarily from
studies of memory in sighted subjects (e.g., Tversky,
1981), in which the properties of the sensory processing
are unknown or simply assumed to be veridical; and from
studies of blind subjects (see, e.g., Foulke, 1985; Haber,
1985b; Rieser, Hill, Talor, Bradfield, & Rosen, 1992;
Warren, 1984), in which the sensory information has again
accumulatedfrom the past, and its properties are unknown.

Because of this separation of focus, and a multiplicity
of assessment procedures, several questions concerning
properties of spatial representations themselves have not
been adequately addressed: (I) To what extent does a spa
tial representation of a scene mirror the actual scene?
(2) When not veridical, how does it differ? (3) Are spa
tial representations of a familiar scene more accurate than
those of an unfamiliar one? (4) Do spatial representations
of a scene currently in view (constructed directly from
visual processes) differ from spatial representations re
tained in memory of scenes not currently in view? (5) Do
spatial representations of the blind have properties com
parable to those of normally sighted people?
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We consider each of these questions here.
1. To what extentdoes a spatial representationof a scene

mirror the actual scene? Recent evidence supports the as
sumption that normally sighted people do have veridical
spatial representations, at least when the scene is in view
(Haber, 1985a). Using subjects' absolute distance estima
tions as the assessment method, Toye (1986), Wagner
(1985), Przeorek (1986), and Levin and Haber (in press)
found strong evidence for map-like representations.

Toye (1986) also compared three measures of spatial
cognition: in addition to estimating absolute distances, his
subjects drew maps of the locations of the objects in the
scene, and they estimated relative distances. These three
response measures produced similar representations, each
of which closely resembled the actual scene. Toye showed
further that the absolute distance estimates were highly
correlated with the true distances: the relation was linear,
with a slope of unity and an intercept of zero-a ratio scale
of distance. This finding was replicated by Levin and
Haber (in press).

This pattern of results supports the assumption that
sighted people have spatial representations that closely
mirror the true scene. Since in the statistical analyses the
judgments of the subjects were compared with a true sur
vey map of the scene, even though the subjects in all of
these experiments had never viewed the scene from any
perspective prior to being tested, and even though they
made their judgments exclusively from an eye-level per
spective, these results also show that sighted subjects can
and do translate ground-level perspectives to construct and
represent survey map representations.

2. However, each of these studies with the sighted also
showed that there was a small, very similar distortion in
the cognitive maps constructed from the absolute distance
estimates: perceived space was shrunk along one of its two
axes. Detailed multiple regression analyses by Przeorek
(1986) and especially by Levin and Haber (in press)
showed that the dimension of space perpendicular to the
line of sight (i.e., parallel to the horizon) was over
estimated, whereas the dimension of space extending from
the observer and aligned with the line of sight was repre
sented accurately. Analyses of the distances between spe
cific pairs of objects verified this slight distortion. In
addition, Levin and Haber showed that two objects ap
peared to be farther apart from each other (holding their
true separation constant) as a function of the angle sub
tended by the observer's eye tum and/or head tum made
in order to shift the view from one object to the other.
This visual angle, or more generally, angle subtended ef
fect produces little distortion in the perception of separa
tion distances between objects that are closely aligned with
the line of sight, since a very small tum is all that is needed
for one to look from one object to the other. However,
it accounts for some overestimation in the perception of
the separation distance between pairs of objects that are
perpendicular to the line of sight, since much larger turns
are needed for one to look from one object to the other.

These findings suggest that the spatial representations
of the sighted have the properties of survey maps and are

highly accurate, but that they contain systematic distor
tions that are presumably produced at the time of current
viewing of the scene and are induced by asymmetries in
the two dimensions of space when one is viewing from
a ground-level perspective. Thus, the map in a sighted
person's head does not exactly match a survey map of the
same scene, even when the person is looking at the scene.

3. Are spatial representations of a familiar scene more
accurate than those of an unfamiliar one? As far as we
know, scene familiarity has not been systematically ma
nipulated in any of the existing research on spatial repre
sentations. In virtually all such research with normally
sighted subjects, unfamiliar scenes have been presented
to control for the effects of memory, whereas in research
on spatial representations in memory, the scenes have
primarily been familiar. Research on the blind has relied
on highly familiar scenes. Therefore, we know next to
nothing about the effects of familiarity on the properties
of spatial representations.

4. Do spatial representations of a scene currently in
view differ from those retained in memory? It seems plau
sible that the spatial representation of a scene not in
view-that is, a representation reported from memory
might show distortions when compared with a survey map.
A substantial research literature (see Tversky, 1981) con
firms that peoples' long-term memories of large-scale
scenes show systematic distortions: angles, lengths, and
curves tend to be regularized, equalized, and straightened,
respectively. Similar effectshave been shown in spatialrep
resentations extracted from short-term memory. For ex
ample, Kosslyn, Pick, and Farello (1974) showed that rel
ative distance estimates made by children could be scaled
to resemble the scene they had previously studied, but with
significant inaccuracies in the representations that system
atically reflected properties of the structure of the scene.

Unfortunately, there are no data in which the same sub
jects have been assessed both when looking at a scene and
when reporting it from memory. Therefore, it has not been
possible to tease apart distortions arising in perception it
self from those contributed by the memorial process.

5. Do spatial representations of the blind have proper
ties comparable to those of the sighted?This question dates
back to an important philosophical tradition of the 18th
century, in which Molyneux, Locke, and Berkeley argued
the following question: Is vision necessary for the acqui
sition of principles of spatial organization? Presently, the
commonly accepted notion is that blind people do not un
derstand spatial layout in the same manner as do the
sighted. This acceptance has been bolstered by a substan
tial research literature extending from the 1950s (as well
as centuries of previous speculation), showing that blind
people have less accurate spatial representations than
sighted people do (see Warren, 1984, for a summary; cf.
Haber & Haber, 1993, for a critique).

There have been a number of theoretical discussions
of spatial representations in blind persons (e.g., Heller
& Kennedy, 1990; Landau, 1988), and of how they might
differ from those of the sighted. One of the most impor
tant theories has been adapted from Siegel and White



(1975), who originally considered the acquisition of spa
tial knowledge in children.

Siegel and White (1975) proposed a three-way qualita
tive distinction among levels of spatial representations.
The highest level of spatial representation has a survey
map-like global character, such that all spatial relation
ships among the objects in a scene are represented equally
accurately. This level is assumed for normally sighted
adults, an assumption supported by the kind of research
briefly reviewed above. It is also assumed for blind peo
ple with high levels of spatial and travel skills, though
with much less evidence: the typical assumption is that
few blind people have this kind of spatial representation.
At the second level, the representation is limited to ac
curate knowledge of the locations of objects along the
routes traveled by the subject. Some blind travelers are
assumed to acquire this level. At the lowest level, the rep
resentation includes knowledge only of the location and
identification of a few "landmark" objects, a level that
many blind persons are assumed never to surpass.

In a number of studies, these three levels have been used
to describe data from blind subjects. For example, Holly
field and Foulke (1983) had blind and sighted subjects
travel a new route several times and, after each trip, con
struct from memory a model of the route containing the
landmarks and other objects encountered. The blind sub
jects showed adequate evidence of a route-based repre
sentation (though they had inadequate representations of
curves), but they were poorer than sighted subjects in
survey-map-like representations that included nonroute
relations among the objects. Rieser, Lockman, and Pick
(1980) asked blind and sighted subjects to make relative
distance estimations among objects in a highly familiar
indoor scene. The estimates of the blind subjects were
sufficiently accurate to be scaled with multidimensional
scaling (MDS) to resemble the scene. However, this was
the case primarily when the judgments reflected routes
actually traveled rather than straight-line distances be
tween the objects, again suggesting more route knowledge
than map-like knowledge. This limitation was especially
pronounced for the early blind subjects. Lockman, Rieser,
and Pick (1981) reported similar results for a familiar
large urban scene and also showed that the quality of the
spatial representations of the scene was related to the mo
bility skill of the blind subjects. Brambring (1985), using
primarily verbal reports about familiar routes, was able
to construct evidence for at least route representations of
the spaces. Finally, Rieser, Guth, and Hill (1986) asked
blind (and sighted) subjects to point to the locations of
objects in an indoor space. They found that all subjects
could accurately point to an object after having walked
to the object that preceded it on a route, but when they
had to do it from memory, the early blind subjects had
much greater difficulty than the sighted and late blind sub
jects had.

In these studies, a variety of methods were used to as
sess spatial representations, including model reconstruc-
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tions, relative distance estimates, verbal reports, and
pointing responses in blind travelers. The results consti
tute most of the evidence used to support the conclusion
that although blind persons have spatial representations
of the scenes in which they move, those representations
lack some of the global survey-map-like knowledge of
the complete layout of the scene available to the sighted.
Early and late blind subjects are also found to differ from
one another, with the former displaying more impover
ished or inaccurate representations.

The purpose of the present experiment was to provide
some comparative data on the properties and distortions
of spatial representations in the sighted and the blind, with
(1) assessment method, (2) familiarity, and (3) viewing
conditions controlled.

First, to control for the effects of assessment method,
the same method was used for all subjects in all condi
tions, one that has been used extensively with the sighted,
and that has proved to be powerful. All subjects were
asked to estimate the absolute distances between all pos
sible pairs of a group of preselected objects in the scene.
Although no previous experiment had required blind sub
jects to make absolute distance estimates, pilot testing sug
gested that at least experienced blind travelers could make
such estimates adequately. Since absolute estimates lend
themselves to more powerful analyses than relative esti
mates do, this experiment elicited only the former. 1

Absolute distance estimates have been analyzed in the
literature in two ways in order to assess spatial represen
tations in the sighted. In the first, the estimates from each
subject separately are submitted to MDS to examine the
degree to which the true coordinates of the object locations
in the actual scene match the locations constructed from
the scaling of the estimates. This statistical procedure has
been successfully applied to data from the blind as well,
though on the basis of relative distance estimates. In the
second procedure, the estimated distances are used in mul
tiple regression analyses to determine both the relation
ships between true and estimated distances, and the relative
contributions of different predictors of those estimates.
Both procedures were used in the present experiment.

Second, the effects of familiarity are usually confounded
in the existing data. In the present experiment, sighted
subjects were therefore composed of two groups, one fa
miliar with the experimental scene, and another unfamiliar
with it. This permitted both groups to be contrasted with
a third group of blind (and necessarily familiar) subjects.
For obvious experimental reasons, we could not test the
spatial knowledge of blind subjects about a scene un
familiar to them. Therefore, our conclusions regarding
familiarity apply only to sighted subjects.

Third, to assess the differences between concurrent sen
sory stimulation and memory, the sighted (familiar) sub
jects as well as the blind (familiar) subjects were asked
to make their judgments about the same scene twice: while
seated in the scene, and from a remote location, where
only their memory of the scene was available to them.



Figure 1. The two-dimensional layout of the experimental room,
scaIedat 8 ft = 1 in. The subject sat at Position A (when being tested
in the room) and made judgments of the distances between all pos
sible combinations of the 10 locations A-J. The other items of
furniture alsoindicated can be identified with reference to the photo
graphs in Figure 2.

subjects provided basic background information regarding their
blindness. Then the 10 objects of relevance were named, including
the chair in which the subject was seated. If the subject was in either
the blind-familiar or the sighted-familiar group, he/she walked to
each object, identified it, and then rated its familiarity twice: the
first time on how familiar it was; and the second time on how often
he/she carne into direct contact with it or carne near enough to know
that it was within touching distance. The familiarity ratings were
recorded on a prepared data sheet by the experimenter. The 10 ob
jects were all sufficiently familiar to each subject that no analyses
of the individual familiarity of objects could be attempted: every
object was rated as familiar or highly familiar by every subject in
the two familiar groups.

For each of the 14 subjects in the two familiar groups, after each
of the objects to be used in the testing was labeled for the subject,
and the familiarity ratings were completed, the subject was taken
across the hall to the remote room. There, the subject was instructed
to estimate the distance between every pair of objects using an ab
solutedistance metric (e.g., feet or meters). Two subjects preferred
to use meters and centimeters; the remainder used feet. Each pair
of objects was named by the experimenter, and the subject responded
verbally with an estimate of the straight-line distance separating
them. The subject was instructed not to round off to multiples of
5 or 10 ft, but to make estimates to the nearest half foot (or frac
tion of a meter). After the subject gave a response, the experimenter
recorded it on a prepared data sheet. The experimenter selected the
first pair randomly from the ordered list of 45 object pairs and then
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METHOD

Subjects
Twenty employees of the Hines, IL, Veterans Administration

Hospital served as subjects. Each was tested individually in two
or three l-h sessions. The subjects were divided into three groups.
Each member of the blind-familiar group (n '" 7) and the sighted
familiar group (n '" 7) was associated with the Blind Center of the
Hospital and used the Blind Center lobby (the experimental space)
extensively as a place to meet and instruct clients, and as a general
social gathering area. Finally, each member of the sighted-unfamiliar
group (n '" 6), while employed in the hospital, had never before
visited the Blind Center (the hospital's first floor alone extends nearly
a mile), so these subjects saw the entry lobby for the first time at
the beginning of the experiment. The sexes in all three groups
divided roughly evenly. Ages ranged from 22 to 55: the three groups
had about the same age range.

Each of the 7 blind subjects was employed at the Blind Center,
though none were involved in the orientation and mobility training
of clients. Each was a highly experienced traveler and used a long
cane regularly. Each either was totally blind, or could distinguish
only light from dark: none had any pattern perception. Four of these
blind subjects had lost their vision as adults, 2 were congenitally
blind, and the last lost his vision before age 6. There was no corre
lation between age at time of testing and age of vision loss.

Experimental Space and Objects
All subjects were tested for their spatial knowledge of the entry

lobby of the Blind Center. A map of this space is shown in Fig
ure I, and two photographs taken from different positions in the
space appear in Figure 2.

Each subject was initially brought into the experimental space
and seated at Position A in a chair located against a pillar. The lo
cation of the seated subject at Position A was the first object used
for testing. Nine additional test objects are labeled B-J on Figure I.
Two criteria were used to select the 10 objects included in the ex
periment. First, the position and function of the objects were well
known and salient to the blind persons who used the room. Sec
ond, each of the 9 objects B-J was visible from Position A, where
the subject sat (if the subject was sighted). It was not required that
all 9 objects be simultaneously visible in the same glance: for ex
ample, subjects had to tum their heads substantially to look from
the chair near the desk (I) to the bannister (1).

Location of Testing
The subjects in the blind-familiar and in the sighted-familiar

groups were tested on two separate occasions. The first remote test
ing was carried out in a small office room across the hall from the
Blind Center's lobby. Each subject was taken there by the experi
menter after the initial visit to the experimental space and the labeling
of the test objects. The remote room contained a table and two chairs
for the subject and experimenter. The in-room testing was always
done while the subject sat at Position A in the experimental space.
The instructions and procedures were the same as for the remote
testing. Since the sighted-unfamiliar subjects were not familiar with
the experimental space, they only had in-room testing. There were
no blind-unfamiliar subjects tested at all, since they could not have
performed the tasks without having had previous contact with the
objects in the lobby.

Instructions and Testing Procedures
All subjects were tested individually by a single experimenter.

The sighted subjects were tested with their normal vision intact;
no blindfolds were used. Regardless of group, the subject was
brought into the entry lobby and asked to sit in the chair marked
A on Figure I. The study was explained as one concerned with peo
pte's sensitivity to their environment and its layout. The blind

scale: 0.125 inch: 1.0 foot
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Figure 2. Two viewsof the experimental room. The top view is taken from the desk at the west end
of the room, looking toward Objects C and D. Object A, where the subject sat, is at tbe extreme left
of the picture, just to the left of the door to the corridor. The bottom view is taken from the east end
of the room, next to Object C, looking toward the desk at the west end of the room.
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continued in order on the data sheet. The order of the 45 pairs on
the data sheets was arranged thus: AB, AC, ... AJ, BC, BD, .. ,
BJ, CD, CE, ... CJ, ... IJ. (Pilot testing indicated that the blind
subjects had difficulty keeping track of the correct pair of objects
to be judged when they were presented in random order.) The in
structions, familiarity testing, and absolute distance estimations
usually took about I h altogether. When finished, the subject was
asked to return on the next day for the in-room testing. These 14
subjects produced 28 sets of data, I from each of their two testing
sessions. For each of the 6 subjects in the sighted-unfamiliar group,
all of the testing was done in a single session in the lobby experimen
tal room, so that they produced six data sets.

Analytic Procedures
These data were used both to confirm that distance estimates do

provide a reasonable reflection of spatial knowledge, and to ex
tract a spatial representation that could be subjected to quantitative
analysis. Two analytic procedures were applied to the 34 data sets:
regression analysis and MOS. In each case, the data from each sub
ject in each testing location were scored and analyzed separately.

Regression analyses. In the first analytic procedure, the absolute
distance estimates were used directly. Table I lists the 45 interobject
distances formed by the direct line distances between all pairs of the
10 objects (counting the subject as an object). These are classified
on three variables that, according to the research literature, reflect
possible distortions in the perceived scene and predict estimated
absolute distance: true distance, alignment, and visual angle.

The first classification lists the true distance, in feet, between
the objects in each pair.

The second class, alignment, lists the degree to which the ob
jects in the pair are aligned with the line of sight. Geometrically,
this corresponds to the orientation, in degrees, of the line connecting
each pair of objects with respect to the subject's viewing position.
The alignment of an interobject distance is defined by the angle
formed between a line drawn between the two objects and one drawn
along the line of sight from the subject to the midpoint of the inter
object distance. When the angle approaches 90°, the interobject
distance approaches perpendicularity to the line of sight (parallel
to the horizon). In contrast, when the angle is near zero, the inter
object distance is radially oriented with respect to the subject, closely
resembling the line of sight itself.

Finally, the third classification of interobject distances, angle sub
tended, lists the angle, in degrees, through which a sighted viewer
would have to turn his/her eyes or head to change the line of sight
from one object to the other in each pair. The locations of the ob
jects and the subject in this experiment produced values of angle
subtended ranging from 0° to nearly 160°. Levin and Haber (in
press) provide further details about the scoring of alignment with
the line of sight and angle subtended.

Both nonlinear and linear regression equations were computed
for each subject for each of the subjects' data sets, one set for the
45 estimates made in the remote room condition, and a second for
those made in the in-room condition. The equations determined the
variance that can be accounted for in a subject's estimated distance
between the objects in each pair as a function of these three vari
ables: the true distance between the objects; how aligned they were
with the line of sight; and how large an angle subtended they
required.

Multidimensional scaling analyses. In the second analytic pro
cedure, MDS was applied to each of the data sets from each sub
ject. Each set of the 45 absolute distance estimates for each subject
was entered directly into a diagonal matrix, which served as the
input. The MDS program finds the best locations ofthe 10 objects
relative to each other such that differences among the 45 estimated
interobject distances and the 45 scaled distances are minimal. 2

Two measures were derived from the output of each MDS solu
tion. The first MDS measure concerns the internal consistency of
the subject's judgments, shown by the amount of residual stress

Table 1
Classification of the 45 Interobject Distances

Among the 10 Objects Shown in Figure 1

True Angle
Label Names Distance Alignment Subtended
AB self-hinge 18.4 0.0 0.0
AC -east chair 20.0 0.0 0.0
AD -cart 29.9 0.0 0.0
AE -TV 21.9 0.0 0.0
AF -tree 12.0 0.0 0.0
AG -door panel 10.6 0.0 0.0
AH - radiator chair 16.2 0.0 0.0
AI - office chair 14.5 0.0 0.0
AJ -bannister 14.7 0.0 0.0

BC hinge-east chair 18.5 84.2 57.2
BD -cart 28.4 61.3 67.2
BE -TV 11.6 71.8 32.0
BF -tree 9.1 43.9 25.1
BG -door panel 8.1 13.3 8.0
BH - radiator chair 11.1 78.0 36.5
BI - office chair 19.5 75.9 71.5
BI -bannister 29.1 75.0 122.5

CD east chair - cart 10.7 22.3 9.7
CE -TV 9.5 78.5 25.7
CF -tree 11.9 45.2 32.8
CG -door panel 15.4 47.8 49.2
CH - radiator chair 26.9 77.3 95.0
CI - office chair 31.2 67.2 128.0
CJ -bannister 19.2 70.9 65.2

DE cart-TV 17.8 61.8 36.0
DF -tree 22.6 33.0 42.8
DG -door panel 26.2 34.9 59.8
DH - radiator chair 37.2 56.3 103.4
DI - office chair 41.8 40.7 137.3
OJ -bannister 23.7 45.4 51.3

EF TV-tree 10.1 16.7 6.5
EG -door panel 12.7 24.6 26.4
EH - radiator chair 20.0 70.8 61.0
EI - office chair 28.4 66.6 100.3
EJ -bannister 26.4 67.8 90.0

FG tree - door panel 3.6 66.4 16.8
FH - radiator chair 14.9 70.7 61.4
FI - office chair 22.1 78.4 112.4
FK -bannister 20.2 78.2 97.8

GH door panel-radiator chair 1l.5 57.9 44.9
GI - office chair 16.1 71.9 78.0
GJ -bannister 21.4 69.6 114.6

HI radiator chair- office chair 9.3 78.6 34.3
HJ -bannister 30.6 73.0 161.3

IJ office chair - bannister 28.6 87.6 156.8

Note-Distances are given in feet; alignmentwith the line of sight and
visual angles subtended, in degrees.

in the scaled solution. This is accomplished by attempting a one-,
a two-, and a three-dimensional solution, each iterated until no fur-
ther reduction in stress occurs. The resulting residual stress pro-
vides an estimate of the degree to which the distances among the
scaled locations provided by the MDS are consistent with the esti-
mated distances provided by the subject, a measure of the internal
organization of the subject's estimates.

The second MDS measure concerns the subject's accuracy in
locating the actual objects. This is found by examining the degree
to which the scaled locations determined by MDS among the 10
objects resembles the actual arrangements among those objects in
the scene. To determine this, the derived coordinates of each ob-
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less of its resemblance to the real scene in this experi
ment), the MDS program would have no difficulty in
using all of the estimates of that subject to construct a
scaled map of the space. Three tests of this consistency
are reported: the amount of residual stress remaining after
a large number of iterations; the number of dimensions
required to minimize stress; and the number of particu
larly difficult points to fit.

The residual stress results are shown in the lower por
tion of Figure 3. The mean residual stress (averaged over
34 solutions) was 0.050 when the scaling was done in two
dimensions, with a range from 0.122 to 0.006. Even the
highest (poorest) values of stress were well within the
region that Kruskal (Kruskal & Wish, 1978) reserved for
very high consistency of fits of the judgments to the scal
ing. Thus, all subjects in all conditions were able to pro
duce judgments that could easily be scaled.

The number of dimensions needed to represent the
scaled map of the space should be two, since the distances
among the objects are physically measured along a sin
gle plane of two dimensions. The mean residual stress,
averaged over all 34 scaled maps, was 0.281 for one di
mension, 0.050 for two dimensions, and 0.034 for three
dimensions. Thus, the internal consistency was nearly at

Figure 3. The top panel shows the mean uniterated stress (a mea
sure of the resemblance of the subjects' judgments to the true values
in the actual scene) as a function of familiarity and visual status,
for both the in-room and the remote testing. The bottom panel sbows
the residual stress (a measure of the consistency of the subjects' judg
ments) as a function of the same independent variables.

Evidence for the Properties of
Spatial Representations

Three kinds of evidence will be considered: the metri
cal properties of the distance estimates; global compari
sons among scaled and actual locations of the objects; and
distortions shown by the presence of other variables that
predict the distance estimates.

Metrical properties. To replicate evidence that sighted
subjects have a ratio scale of distances among objects in
near space, and to examine whether blind subjects also
have a ratio scale of distances, we computed 34 nonlinear
regression equations of the following form:

estimated distance = intercept + (T) true distance',

The proportion of variance accounted for (R2
) among these

34 equations ranged from 0.85 to 0.99, with a mean of
0.95 (SD = 0.05). The mean of the intercept was
+0.02 ft (SD = 0.33), with a range over the 34 equa
tions from -1.10 to +0.95 ft. The mean of the expo
nent t on true distance was 0.97 (SD = 0.04), with a range
of 0.90 to 1.08. None of these variables differed (p >
.20) between the subject groups or the location of test
ing. There was substantial variation among the estimates
of the regression coefficient on true distance (T), reflect
ing differing degrees of over- and underestimation. These
were correlated with the independent variables and are
reported below.

The results for the intercept (near zero) and exponent
(near unity) are consistent with the conclusion that all sub
jects, blind and sighted, in both conditions, made abso
lute distance estimations possessing the properties of an
underlying ratio scale, showing nearly perfect linearity
and a true zero point. Comparable results on sighted sub
jects have been reported previously by Toye (1986),
Przeorek (1986), and Levin and Haber (in press). The
results reported here indicate that the blind can make ab
solute distance estimates that have ratio properties, quite
comparable to those made by the sighted.

Global comparisons. The most general evidence of the
quality of a subject's spatial knowledge available from
this experiment comes from the multidimensional seal
ings. One analysis examines the minimal residual stress
in using the subject's estimates to locate the objects in a
scaled map of the experimental space. Another analysis
compares the locations of the 10 objects in the scaled map
space with their true locations.

Internal consistency of the scaled maps. If a subject's
set of responses is consistent with some scene (regard-

RESULTS

ject are compared with their true coordinates. An initial configura
tion made up of the true coordinates of the objects is provided to
the MDS program. The amount of stress between the two sets of
coordinates is determined before any iterations are made. 3

After the regression equations and the MDS solutions were com
puted for each condition of each individual subject's data, the ap
propriate derived values, coefficients, or constants were averaged
within or between subjects for descriptive and inferential statisti
cal analyses.
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a minimum at two dimensions, and adding a third (or ad
ditional) dimension did not significantly reduce the stress
of the final solution any further. By Kruskal' s elbow test
(Kruskal & Wish, 1978), the scaled solutions based on
two dimensions represented the data most consistently.

Finally, in none of the 34 scaled mappings were there
any points that the MDS program had difficulty in scaling.

Accuracy of spatial knowledge of the actual scene.
The goodness of fit of the scaled map of the space to the
real space was assessed by providing an initial configu
ration for the MDS based on the coordinates of each of
the objects in the real scene and examining the resulting
stress between the initial configuration and the scaled con
figuration before any iterations were made. If each of the
objects in the map of the scaled scene had the same respec
tive coordinates as those in the true scene, the initial stress
without any iteration would be zero.

The before-iteration stress results are shown in the
upper portion of Figure 3. The mean stress before itera
tion, based on the seeded coordinates of the true locations,
was 0.125 (averaged over all 34 scaled maps), with a
range among the 20 subjects of 0.039 to 0.228. Again,
even the poorest stress values for the goodness of fit were
below the criterion Kruskal proposed for assessing very
good fits.

Another indication of the match of a spatial represen
tation to the actual scene is shown by the amount of vari
ance in the distance estimate accounted for by the true
distances among the objects. If the proportion of variance
accounted for approaches unity, using just the single pre
dictor of true distance, this suggests that the distance es
timates reflect an underlying, accurate representation of
the space.

Given the evidence of linearity already reported, we
used the following linear regression equation for each of
the 34 sets of data:

estimated distance = intercept + (T) true distance.

The variable of true distance by itself accounted for nearly
all of the variance in predicting estimated distance in each
of the three groups, and in each of the two testing loca
tions. The R2 values ranged from 0.84 to 0.99, with a
mean over the 34 equations of 0.94 (SD = 0.052). There
were no differences in R2 among or within groups. These
proportions are very high, suggesting that not much vari
ance remains for any other variable, distorting or
otherwise.

The intercept constant did not account for any signifi
cant variance, in that its regression weight never differed
significantly from zero for any subject in any group or
condition. Therefore, as a group, subjects in this experi
ment provided evidence of spatial representations that
were internally consistent, that globally resembled the true
space being judged, and that specifically reflected the ac
tual distances among the objects in the scene. Further evi
dence of the ratio scaling of distance is shown by the
virtual identity of the findings based first on nonlinear and
then on linear regression equations.

Distortions. So far, the results have indicated that the
subjects' responses were consistent with very accurate
spatial representations. The evidence in the literature of
distortion by sighted subjects has suggested an elongation
of represented space in comparison with the actual scene,
as indicated by significant effects of alignment and visual
angle subtended variables in predicting estimated distance.

To test for these effects in the present experiment, re
gression equations were used to examine the impact of
these addtional predictor variables. No distortions would
be indicated ifthese additions were statistically insignifi
cant. The complete equation tested was as follows:

estimated distance = (T) true distance + (A) alignment

+ (VA) visual angle subtended.

The significance of each predictor was separately de
termined by a stepwise procedure. We computed the pro
portion of variance accounted for (R 2

) by the regression
equation, using just true distance as the single predictor
(reported above), and then we added each of the other
predictors, one at a time, and examined the significance
of the improvement in W.

The addition of the variables of alignment and visual
angle subtended had no significant effect in any equation
from data collected in the remote testing room, or for any
equation from blind subjects in either testing setting (all
ps > .20). However, adding alignment increased the pro
portion of variance accounted for in both groups of sighted
subjects in the in-room testing [mean A = + .03 (SD =
.008), P < .01l. Adding visual angle subtended also in
creased the predictability for the sighted subjects in the
in-room testing, but only for the sighted familiar subjects
[meanVA = -.02(SD = .008),p < .01l.Surprisingly,
the visual angle subtended predictor was not different from
zero in the sighted unfamiliar group (p > .20).

Finally, if we consider the 34 equations that included
all the variables, the proportion of variance accounted for
(R2

) in predicting estimated distance by these variables
ranged from 0.90 to 0.99, with a mean of 0.97 (SD =
.031). There were no significant differences between or
within groups.

Though not a measure of distortion, changes were found
across groups and conditions in the amount of over- and
underestimation ofdistances, as given by the slope of the
regression equation, indicated by regression weight on
true distance (T)-see Figure 4. A true distance weight
of 0.90 indicates that each estimated distance is consis
tently 90% of true distance-a 10% underestimation.

When tested in the room, the sighted familiar and
sighted unfamiliar groups showed insignificant underesti
mations of5.0% and 5.1 %, respectively. The blind group
significantly underestimated distance by 12.2% (p <
.001), which was also significantly greater than either of
the sighted groups (p < .01). However, when tested in
the remote room, both the sighted and the blind groups
underestimated distance by 29.5 % and 30.7 %, respec
tively, which were significantly greater amounts of under-
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Blind Familiar Sighted Familiar Sighted Unfamiliar

Figure 4. The mean regression weight (T) on true distance (an
index of the slope of the regression equation, and a measure of the
amount of over- or underestimation of distance), as a function of
familiarity and visual status, for both the in-room and the remote
room testing. Standard deviations are indicated at the top of each bar.

estimation in comparison with the respective in-room
testing scores (p < .(01), but not significantly different
from each other. Therefore, these experimental variables
caused subjects to change the scaling constants that they
used to estimate distance. This produced, for all subjects,
a smaller represented scene when they were tested in the
remote setting as opposed to the in-room testing.

To summarize the distortion results-all subjects pro
vided relatively undistorted spatial representations under
all conditions examined. However, the sighted subjects
tested while looking at the scene produced slight distor
tions, suggesting an elongation along the dimension per
pendicular to the line of sight in their representations of
the scene. All subjects had considerably smaller spatial
representations when tested in a remote room.

Effect of Scene Familiarity
This effect was assessed by comparisons between the

subject groups who were familiar with the lobby (both
sighted and blind) and those who were not (sighted only).
In no analysis did familiarity show any significant impact
on the spatial representations. In the MDS analyses, fa
miliarity with the experimental scene did not significantly
affect either the amount of internal consistency (t =
1.306,P > .20-see Figure 3, bottom), or the accuracy
ofthe scaling to the actual scene (t = 0.964, p > .40
see Figure 3, top). In the regression analyses, neither the
percentage of variance accounted for nor any of the re
gression weights differed as a function of familiarity
see Figure 4. These negative findings also held when only
the two sighted groups were compared.

Effect of Testing Location
If we consider the MDS analyses of the 14 subjects in

the two familiar groups (7 blind and 7 sighted) who were
tested twice, judgments made in the experimental room
showed significantly better fits to the real scene (mean
uniterated stress was 0.114 vs. 0.142; t = 2.989, p <
.000-see Figure 3, top), and significantly better inter
nal consistency (mean residual stress was 0.044 vs. 0.058;
t = 2.124, p < .038-see Figure 3, bottom), in each case
when compared with judgments made in the remote room.
Neither of these two differences interacted significantly
with visual status, so that the slight benefit shown by the
MDS analyses from testing in the experimental space was
found for both sighted and blind subjects equivalently.

The magnitude of the difference between in-room and
remote testing was about the same within the blind
familiar group alone as within the sighted-familiar group
alone, but the differences for each group alone no longer
met appropriate significance levels, presumably because
of the smaller number of subjects. Hence, we can only
accept very tentatively this effect for the two subject
groups separately.

Two relevant results from the regression equations per
taining to the testing location have already been reported.
First, sighted subjects show some elongation in their spa
tial representations when tested in the room, an effect that
disappears in the remote testing. Second, all subjects
underestimate distance more in the remote setting, as is
shown in Figure 4.

Comparability of Sighted and Blind Subjects
If we consider the MDS analyses first, the subjects in

the two sighted groups (n = 13) had significantly better
agreement between their scaled maps and the true loca
tions of the objects than did the blind-familiar subjects
(n = 7): mean uniterated stress was 0.116 versus 0.141,
respectively (t = 2.539, p < .014-see Figure 3, top).
The subjects in the two sighted groups also had scaled
mappings that were more internally consistent than those
of the blind-familiar subjects: mean residual stress was
0.041 versus 0.065, respectively (t = 3.805, p < .001
see Figure 3, bottom). Although these differences were
statistically reliable, they were not especially large.

Sightedness and location of testing did not interact sig
nificantly. Thus, within this study, the slightly better rep
resentations of the sighted subjects in comparison with
those of the blind subjects was equivalent when the test
ing was done in the room and when it was done remotely.

The regression equation analyses showed very little
difference between sighted and blind subjects: they both
produced equivalent ratio scaling of distances; and their
equations predicting estimated distances accounted for
equivalently high amounts of variance. Only in terms of
the amount of underestimation did the blind differ from
the sighted, but again, the effect is not particularly large,
as is shown in Figure 4.

The 7 blind subjects were examined separately to de
termine whether age of onset of blindness or totality of
blindness was correlated with any of the preceding dif-
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ferences. Statistically, dividing the subjects into 2 con
genital as opposed to 5 late blind (or 3 early blind as
opposed to 4 adult blind) revealed no trends of any kind:
the early blind provided characteristics of spatial knowl
edge comparable to those for the later blind. The same
result was found by dividing subjects into total blind
opposed to light perception only. There was no hint that
adding more subjects would have improved significance
levels-there were no trends at all.

DISCUSSION

Properties of Spatial Representations
The strongest evidence for an accurate internal spatial

representation, one that mirrors the true scene, comes
from the finding that the subjects' distance estimates re
veal an underlying ratio scale of distance. This shows that
these subjects, blind and sighted, are able to judge all of
the relationships within the scene, using the same scale
of space. Our results could not have been stronger had
we given our subjects a yardstick and asked them physi
cally to measure these distances and then report them. This
was true even when subjects made the judgments in the
remote testing setting. All that changed with remote test
ing was that the hash markings on this hypothetical ruler
were farther apart.

These results replicate the previous work of Toye
(1986), Wagner (1985), Przeorek (1986), and Levin and
Haber (in press)-especial1y the demonstrations of ratio
scaling of space. These results also extend the findings
to an indoor scene, to estimates made without concurrent
visual experience of the scene, and to blind subjects.

Evidence was found, however, for small, systematic
distortions by the sighted subjects when they made their
responses during direct viewing. These distortions also
replicate previous findings under comparable conditions.
Levin and Haber (in press) speculate that this distortion
might be related to the magnitude of actual eye and head
turns made during the viewing of the objects. This specu
lation is entirely consistent with the results here: the dis
tortions were absent in subjects tested from memory,
where eye and head turning would be uncorrelated with
information processing; and they were absent in the blind
under either testing condition. Thus, these distortions,
even though small (and not even consistently found in all
sighted subjects), do suggest some small nonlinearities in
the visual perception and processing of space (see Levin
& Haber, in press, for a discussion).

Following Siegal and White (1975), one might predict
that within the distance estimation data from blind sub
jects, interobject distances coinciding with direct, unob
structed routes between objects would be estimated more
accurately than those between objects requiring circuitous
travel. We attempted to test this prediction in the present
experiment by dividing the 45 interobject distances into
those permitting straight-line travel and those not. There
were no differences, which may not be surprising, given
that the very high R2S left little room to demonstrate the

impact of other variables. The lack of difference may also
reflect the high level oftravel skills of these blind subjects.

Familiarity
Prior familiarity among sighted subjects does not af

fect the spatial representations made by the sighted when
looking at the scene. Distance estimates themselves do
not change as a function of familiarity, nor does the degree
to which those estimates can be scaled to match the true
scene. In general, these data suggest that the familiarity
of sighted subjects with the scene when they are looking
at the scene while making their judgments is unimportant
in the perception of spatial layout.

Although this scene was unfamiliar to one group of sub
jects in this experiment, it was not atypical of their prior
experience. These data do not tell us whether spatial rep
resentations of a scene that is unfamiliar and unusual
would also be accurate. Following Tversky's (1981) find
ings that spatial representations of maps retained in mem
ory are inaccurate in that they are regularized toward
typical expectations, we might expect comparable system
atic inaccuracies during direct viewing of a scene that is
unfamiliar because it is atypical. This remains to be tested.

We included the familiarity variable in the sighted be
cause it is typically confounded in the literature when one
attempts to compare across experiments in which sighted
and blind subjects have participated. As a result of our
experiment, we can now conclude that whatever differ
ences may be found between the spatial representations
of the blind and the sighted, these differences do not re
sult from differential familiarity with this kind of scene.
Such differences between the blind and the sighted would
obtain even in the comparison of judgments made about
a highly familiar scene by blind subjects with judgments
made about a comparable scene never before experienced
by sighted subjects.

The present experimental design did not permit exami
nation of the effect of scene familiarity among blind sub
jects, nor among sighted subjects tested from memory.
It seems obvious that all subjects would display poorer
spatial knowledge about a scene they knew less about
whenever they were tested without concurrent sensory in
formation about the scene. However, the nature of the
impact of familiarity remains to be demonstrated in cases
when there is no sensory input from the scene available
to inform or guide the spatial responses being made, for
either blind or sighted subjects. The critical finding here
is that with concurrent sensory processing, sighted sub
jects do not benefit from prior familiarity with at least
this kind of scene.

Concurrent Viewing Versus Memory
Before we discuss the implications of the testing loca

tion differences in our results, we need to consider
whether the order of testing might have confounded these
conclusions. For experimental convenience, all 14 sub
jects in the two familiar groups were tested in the remote
room first, and then tested a second time in the experimen-



tal room. Although it is possible that the differences be
tween remote and in-room findings are due to order effects
that were manifested through the benefit of practice, the
cost of boredom, or the opportunity to check the true dis
tances between testings, none of these explanations seems
likely.

First, when Toye (1986), Przeorek (1986), and Levin
and Haber (in press, Experiment 1) assessed some or all
of their sighted subjects twice under comparable conditions,
they found no evidence across replications of either a prac
tice effect or a boredom effect. In neither regression nor
scaling analyses did subjects systematically change between
the two testings. Second, in the present experiment, the
results from the first (and only) in-room testing session
of the sighted-unfamiliar subjects matched those of the
second in-room testing session of the sighted-familiar sub
jects in all respects, so the latter were not showing any
benefit of practice, or cost of boredom (these compari
sons provided the negative evidence concerning any pos
sible familiarity effect). Third, there was no hint in the
postexperimental debriefings that any of the subjects sus
pected that their responses in the two testing conditions
might have differed in any way, or that they had checked
out the experimental space between testings, or paced off
any of the distances. Consequently, we are comfortable
in interpreting the differences between these two testing
conditions as being attributable to the nature of the con
ditions themselves, and not to any confounding of order,
practice, boredom, or opportunity to verify the space.

Two differences as a function of testing location were
shown for all subjects in the present experiment: a small
increase in the MDS's stress in the remote location, and
a substantial increase in underestimation of distance. The
first fmding (increase in MDS stress) suggests a slight loss
in accuracy or precision, probably attributable to error
variance, though without any loss in precision of scaling
true distance to estimated distance. The second increase
(increase in underestimation) suggests that the spatial rep
resentation of the size of remembered space is smaller
than the representation of the size of concurrently ex
perienced space. Wiest and Bell (1985) have reported a
comparable finding: underestimation of distances (and
lower power functions) are found for remembered dis
tances in comparison with directly viewed distances. Al
though nonlinearity (the power of the function) did not
increase under remote testing in this experiment, under
estimations (the slope of the function) certainly did.

Note that the underestimation effect is indexed by the
magnitude of the regression coefficient on true distance,
not by an error term. The subjects are just as precise in
their judgments of distance and are still using a ratio scale
of space-they have only changed the scaling constant.

Had these differences between the two testing locations
been restricted only to the sighted subjects, it would sug
gest the interpretation that the experimental manipulation
simply reflected the difference between reporting while
looking and reporting while remembering (on the assump
tion that blind subjects, even while in a scene, do not have
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access to the global perceptual information available to
the sighted through vision).

However, the blind-familiar group also showed com
parable differences between the two testing locations, so
the equation of the sighted with concurrent perceiving and
the blind with memory is too simplistic.

It has been reported in other studies that blind subjects
provide less accurate data when they are tested remotely
than when they are tested in the space (e.g., Rieser et al.,
1986). At least two alternative explanations for this dif
ference can be offered. The first is that the blind subjects,
like the sighted, receive and can process global sensory
information when they are tested in the room that is un
available to them when tested in the remote testing loca
tion. It is known that blind people, even when stationary,
receive spatial information from the patterns of auditory
stimulation that define spatial volume, boundary walls, and
even object locations, and from tactile stimulation arising
from air currents. These can specify both individual ob
jects and global properties of the relationships among many
objects distributed within the volume of the scene (see Hill
& Ponder, 1976, for examples). To this extent, both the
blind and the sighted may have been picking up equiva
lent information from the scene when they were physically
seated in the test space. This would account for their
equivalent performance in the room, and their equivalent
loss in accuracy when they were tested remotely. We col
lected no postexperimental evidence regarding the possi
bility that subjects may have been picking up and processing
concurrent sensory information during the in-room test
ing. Even if this were the case, it would be difficult to un
derstand why the absence of such sensory information could
cause such systematic underestimation of distances.

An alternative, more cognitive explanation, is often
offered for the in-room versus remote differences: being
in the space makes it easier to access its stored spatial
representation. Sighted people (and many blind persons
as well) might say that it is easier to "visualize" or imag
ine the scene when one is actually there, even in the
absence of any concurrent sensory stimulation. Again, dif
ficulty in remote visualization would apply to both the
sighted and the blind. This cognitive interpetation goes
well beyond a simple memory versus sensory informa
tion processing distinction. To pursue this explanation,
it is necessary to determine why increasing the difficulty
of access to one's spatial representation of a scene makes
that representation smaller.

Unfortunately, the present experiment provided no
manipulations to distinguish between these alternatives.

Finally, with respect to the effect of location of testing,
one difference was reported in which the sighted subjects
showed a small distortion in their spatial representations
when tested in the room that was not found in the remote
testing (and was not found in the blind subjects in either
testing location). Because this finding is restricted to the
sighted subjects, and then only to the in-room testing, it
is most easily interpreted as the result of concurrent visual
processing of sensory stimulation.
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Comparability of the Sighted to the Blind
Our results show that all of the subjects in this experi

ment had spatial representations of the test scene that ac
curately reflected its spatial properties. This was equally
true for the blind, including the 2 congenitally blind who
had never experienced any visual interaction with their
environment. In this critical respect, the spatial represen
tations of the sighted and the blind are qualitatively com
parable: the small statistical differences in MDS stress or
underestimation do not even introduce much quantitative
dissimilarity.

The blind subjects in this experiment showed consis
tently more accurate spatial representations than have
generally been reported in the literature. However, these
subjects are not typical of those usually found in research
on blind subjects: their independent travel experience
ranged from 10 to 30 years.

These results suggest to us that quality and amount of
travel experience and other interactions with the environ
ment are a more important predictor of the accuracy of
spatial representations of that environment than present
visual status or amount of previous visual experience
(Haber & Haber, 1993, extend this argument). The pres
ent study examined the abilities of adult blind observers
who regularly use well-developed travel skills. Lockman
et al. (1981) and Rieser et al, (1992) provide direct em
pirical support for the importance of the role of travel skill
where such skill was more varied in the subject popula
tions studied. Loomis et al. (in press) also report data from
several navigation tasks, in which no differences were
found between blind and sighted subjects. However, their
subject groups were not comparable in terms of several
other important variables, making the lack of a difference
difficult to interpret (see Haber & Haber, 1993, for fur
ther discussion of those results).

The results reported here also suggest that the spatial
representations of these blind subjects resemble those of
the sighted both qualitatively and quantitatively. There
fore, these results provide evidence that neither recent nor
any visual experience is necessary for the development
and functioning of high levels of spatial organization, the
concept of spatial layout, the notion of a person's view
point, or a metrical knowledge of the environment. Al
though it has been concluded in important studies that
visual blindness does not necessarily prevent acquisition
and performance of principles of spatial organization
(e.g., Heller & Kennedy, 1990; Landau, 1988), the
present results provide this evidence in a broader context.

This conclusion is also in contradiction to recent work
by Lederman (e.g., Lederman, Klatzky, & Barber, 1985),
who have suggested that blind persons, because of their
heavy use of tactile exploration and processing, would be
especially proficient at three-dimensional representations,
and poor at tasks involving properties of two-dimensional
arrangements. The present experiment demanded only
two-dimensional processing and showed no deficiency in
the blind subjects, either in contrast to the sighted, or with
respect to the true layout of the scene being judged. One
finding of a difference between sighted and blind groups

was uncovered here: distortions made by the sighted
during direct viewing that were not present in the data
from the blind. As discussed earlier, this difference can
be attributed to the concurrent visual process itself, rather
than to some fundamental difference between sighted and
blind subjects.

Methodology
As a final item of discussion, we selected the absolute

distance response measure for its power and its ease to
elicit and score, and because pilot testing indicated that
blind subjects could use it readily. The blind subjects in
the actual experiment were as good at using the measure
as were our sighted subjects. While this is the first report
of data from blind subjects using this method, this suc
cess suggests that the method is appropriate for use in
other experiments with blind subjects.
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NOTES

1. Subjects were also asked to make relative distance estimates after
they hadfinished estimating all of the distances in feet (or meters). How-
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ever, this second kind of estimation was soon abandoned in testing the
blind subjects because it was very difficult for them to keep in mind
which triad of objects was being judged, and the 120 triads (among 45
objects) took them well over an hour to complete. Furthermore, Levin
(1992) has shown that relative distance estimation procedures are se
verely limited, whether analyzed directly or through MDS procedures.
The limitation stems from the impossibility of recovering a monotonic
ordering of true differences from the summing of ranks among the triplets
of paired judgments. Consequently, even if the subject were perfect in
making relative distance judgments, the resulting ordering would be less
than perfect, and the scaling of those perfect judgments would produce
residual stress in MOS. Levin's analysis suggests that the previous data
from relative distance estimations based on the method of triads col
lected on blind subjects seriously underestimates their spatial knowl
edge. He argues that the method of triads should be abandoned.

2. The input matrix was made up of the integer values for the inter
object distances given by the subject, which we were comfortable in
using directly because the regression analyses indicated metrical prop
erties of the estimates. The MDS analyses were done with ALSCAL
in SAS. However, as a precaution to guard against the demands of metric
scaling, we also recomputed all 34 of the MDS solutions by using a
nonmetric scaling, which in effect converted each of the 45 estimates
of a subject into ranks, so that the input matrix contained only ordinal
values. The MDS computational program used SYSTAT (Wilkinson,
1986) and is derived from Kruskal and Wish (1978). Although the re
sulting stress values were uniformly lower with the nonmetric solutions,
every conclusion drawn from the results based on the metric solutions
was replicated in those based on nonmetric solutions, and vice versa.
Only data based on the metric solutions are reported.

3. Several other methods of comparing scaled maps with true maps
have been reported. As one example, Toye (1986) created a statistic
based on the discrepancy, in feet, between the true coordinate location
of an object and the MDS-derived location of the object, averaged over
all of the objects in the scene. This mean discrepancy could then be
compared across conditions, groups, and subjects. To estimate the sam
pling properties of this statistic, he reported the results of a Monte Carlo
procedure following random matching of scaled and true locations. As
a different example, Krumhansl (1979) used a program calledCONGRU,
which rotates and normalizes the locations in the scaled map to max
imize the agreement with the locations in the true map. The present pro-
cedure (Leland Wilkinson, personal communication, 1986) is similar
in principle to that underlying CONGRU, although there are some com
putational differences.

Unfortunately, there have been no direct comparisons among these
methods to aid researchers in choosing which would be most revealing.
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